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Introduction

Why cores of galaxies?

Large DM abundance expected

But density profile poorly constrained

(Spatial) distribution of DM around supermassive black holes
(SMBHs)?

Using astrophysical observations of SMBH environments

Probing WIMP annihilation around M87* with the Event
Horizon Telescope

Gravitational dynamics: kinematics of S2 star and dark mass
→ less model-dependent
→ e.g. probe WIMPs, ultralight DM
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DM profiles at the centers of galaxies:
impact of the central BH?

Adiabatic contraction of a DM
halo
Adiabatic invariants

Lf = Li, ff = fi, Jr,f = Jr,i

⇒ contraction of the DM halo
⇒ "spike" (Gondolo & Silk 1999)

ρsp(r) ∝ r−γsp , γsp ∼ 7/3

⇒ Strong signatures

Theoretical uncertainties
No direct observations

Dynamical processes

IV. INSTANTANEOUS GROWTH OF THE BLACK HOLE

We now consider what happens when the black hole is
inserted instantaneously to the center of the dark-matter dis-
tribution. This will provide some indication of what happens
to the dark-matter distribution if the black-hole growth is too
rapid to be approximated as adiabatic. We do this calculation
under the assumption that all particles are on circular orbits.
We first provide a qualitative argument to show that the

sudden black-hole growth leads to a central dark-matter-
density enhancement that is not as dramatic as that for adia-
batic growth. If the black hole grows adiabatically, the initial
large circular orbit becomes a final circular orbit of much
smaller radius. Thus, the dark matter that was initially at a
large radius spends all of its time at a much smaller radius.
Now suppose the black hole appears suddenly and dominates
the potential at these radii. Again, the angular momentum of
the particle is conserved, but its energy changes in such a
way that it follows an elliptical Keplerian orbit, as shown in
Fig. 2, in which its largest radius is the initial radius. Al-
though the orbit reaches to smaller radii than the circular
orbit that arises from adiabatic growth, the velocity of the
particle at these small radii is large. As a result, the particle
on this orbit spends most of its time at radii larger than the
radius of the final orbit from adiabatic growth.
We now quantify these arguments. When the black hole is

added, the velocity of each particle remains unchanged, but
the gravitational potential is changed suddenly. The final pro-
file is obtained by following each particle along its subse-
quent orbit. The probability for a particle that at the appear-
ance of the black hole was at galactocentric distance r0 with
a velocity v! 0 to be between radii r and r!dr is

P!r "dr"
dt

T!r0 ,v! 0"
"

1
T!r0 ,v! 0"

dr

vr!r ,r0 ,v! 0"
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where T is half of the period of the particle, and vr is the
radial component of its velocity.
If all particles are on circular orbits, then the calculation is

simplified, as the initial radial velocities are all zero. We thus
need to integrate the probability that a particle that is ob-
served at radius r in the final configuration came from an
orbit at radius r0 in the initial configuration. Doing so, we
find that the final radial profile is given by
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with vc the circular velocity in the initial state. The extremes
of integration rmin and rmax are the minimum and maximum
initial radii for particles contributing to the final profile at the
radius r. For such radii, vr(r ,rmin)"vr(r ,rmax)"0. From the
expression for vr , it follows that rmin"r; i.e., a particle on a
circular orbit shrinks in general to a rosette orbit with apo-
center equal to the radius of the initial orbit.
We compute # f for the initial NFW profile introduced in

Sec. III A. Again, we assume % f(r)"% f(r)#GMBH /r; the
result is shown as a dash-dot curve in Fig. 1. Although the
black hole steepens the profile, the steepening is not nearly
as dramatic as if the black hole is introduced adiabatically.
The final profile has a r#4/3 singularity, a result that can

be understood analytically. In the small-r limit, the potential
is dominated by the black hole, and T(r0)'r0

3/2 , while vr
becomes
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For the NFW profile, the halo mass Mi
h(r0) enclosed within

the radius r0 is proportional to r0
2, rmax can be computed

exactly, and the final profile is
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as found numerically and shown in Fig. 1.
Heuristically, our circular-orbit model should generalize

to any orbit with a finite peri-to-apocenter ratio. The apo-
center distribution is unchanged after the implanting of the
black hole, and the pericenter is determined by the angular-
momentum distribution, which is a power law differing from
that of the circular orbits by a scaling. So we expect the

FIG. 2. Initial and final orbits for sudden and adiabatic black-
hole growth. If the black-hole grows adiabatically, the initial large
circular orbit becomes a final circular orbit of much smaller radius.
If the black hole appears suddenly, the initial circular orbit becomes
an elliptical orbit shown !assuming that the final potential at these
radii is dominated by the black hole".

PIERO ULLIO, HONGSHENG ZHAO, AND MARC KAMIONKOWSKI PHYSICAL REVIEW D 64 043504

043504-6

Ullio+ 2001

potential at the center φ(0) [4]. If f(E, L) approaches
a constant, as in models with finite cores, the spike
slope is γsp = 3/2. If f(E, L) diverges as [E − φ(0)]−β ,
as in models with an inner cusp, the spike slope is
γsp > 3/2. Models with finite cores include [5]: the
non-singular and the modified isothermal sphere, the
Hénon isochrone model, the Plummer model, the King
models, the modified Hubble profile, the Evans power-
law models with Rc ̸= 0, and the Zhao (α,β, γ) models,
ρ ∼ r−γ(1 + r1/α)−βα, with γ = 0 and 1/(2α) = integer.
Models with an inner cusp include [5]: the models of
Jaffe, Hernquist, Navarro-Frenk-White, the γ/η models
of Dehnen and Tremaine et al., and the other Zhao
models.

As an example of models with finite cores, we consider
the isothermal sphere. It has f(E, L) = ρ0(2πσ

2
v)−3/2

exp(−E/σ2
v). Close to the black hole, we have E ≪ σ2

v,
and f(E, L) ≃ ρ0(2πσ

2
v)−3/2, a constant. Then from

eq. (1) we easily find

ρ′
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4ρ0

3
√
π

!
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rσ2
v

"3/2 !
1 − 4RS

r

"3/2

, (6)

valid for r ≪ RM ≃ 0.2 pc. The last factor comes from
the capture of particles by the black hole: the density
vanishes for r < 4RS.

As an example of models with an inner cusp, we
consider a single power law density profile, ρ(r) =
ρ0(r/r0)

−γ , with 0 < γ < 2. Its phase-space distribu-
tion function is

f(E, L) =
ρ0

(2πφ0)3/2

Γ(β)

Γ(β − 3
2 )

φβ
0

Eβ
, (7)

with β = (6−γ)/[2(2−γ)] and φ0 = 4πGr2
0ρ0/[(3−γ)(2−

γ)]. To find f ′(E′, L′), we need to solve I ′(E′, L′) =
I(E, L) for E as a function of E′. In the field of a point-
like mass, we have I ′(E′, L′) = 2π

#
−L′ + GM/

√
−2E′$.

In the field of the power law profile, whose potential is
proportional to r2−γ , the action integral cannot be per-
formed exactly. We have found an approximation good
to better than 8% over all of phase space for 0 < γ < 2:

I(E, L) =
2π

b

%
−L

λ
+
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'
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where λ = [2/(4 − γ)]1/(2−γ) [(2 − γ)/(4 − γ)]1/2 and b =
π(2 − γ)/B( 1

2−γ , 3
2 ). Expressing E as a function of E′

and integrating eq. (1), we obtain

ρ′(r) = ρR gγ(r)

!
Rsp

r

"γsp

, (9)

with ρR = ρ0 (Rsp/r0)
−γ

, γsp = (9 − 2γ)/(4 − γ), and

Rsp = αγr0

(
M/ρ0r

3
0

)1/(3−γ)
. For 0 ≤ γ ≤ 2, the density

slope in the spike, γsp, varies only between 2.25 and 2.5.

FIG. 1. Examples of spike density profiles.

While the exponent γsp can also be obtained by scaling
arguments [4], the normalization αγ and the factor gγ(r)
accounting for capture must be obtained numerically. We
find that gγ(r) ≃ (1 − 4RS/r)3 over our range of γ, and
that αγ ≃ 0.293γ4/9 for γ ≪ 1, and is αγ = 0.00733,
0.120, 0.140, 0.142, 0.135, 0.122, 0.103, 0.0818, 0.0177 at
γ = 0.05, 0.2, 0.4, . . . , 1.4, 2. The density falls rapidly to
zero at r <∼ 9.55RS, vanishing for r < 4RS.

Annihilations in the inner regions of the spike set a
maximal dark matter density ρcore = m/σvtbh, where
tbh is the age of the black hole, conservatively 1010 yr,
m is the mass of the dark matter particle, and σv is its
annihilation cross section times relative velocity (notice
that for non-relativistic particles σv is independent of v).
Using ∂ρ/∂t = −σvρ2/m, the final spike profile is

ρsp(r) =
ρ′(r)ρcore

ρ′(r) + ρcore
, (10)

which has a core of radius Rcore = Rsp (ρR/ρcore)
1/γsp . In

the particle models we consider, not more than the initial
amount of dark matter within 300 pc is annihilated.

Examples of spike density profiles are shown in Fig. 1.
To conclude this section, we derive a conservative esti-

mate of the dark matter density near the galactic center.
Assume that the halo density is constant on concentric
ellipsoids. Then the halo contribution vh(r) to the ro-
tation speed at distance r fixes the halo mass within r.
Assume further that the halo density decreases monoton-
ically with distance. Since at large radii it decreases at
least as fast as r−2, and at small radii only as r−γ with
γ < 2, the density profile becomes steeper with distance.
So to continue the r−γ dependence to all radii keeping
the same halo mass interior to r as given by the rotation
speed, we must decrease the density normalization. In
this way we obtain an underestimate of the density near
the center. Letting ρD = ρ0(D/r0)

−γ , we have

ρD

1 − γ/3
∼ 3v2

h(D)

4πGD2
≃ 0.0062

M⊙
pc3

≃ 0.24
GeV

cm3
, (11)

where we have taken vh(D) = 90 km s−1 at the Sun dis-
tance D = 8.5 kpc, as obtained after subtracting a (some-
what overestimated) luminous matter contribution of 180
km s−1 to the circular speed of 220 ± 20 km s−1 [6].
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A DM spike in dynamically young galaxies?

Negligible effect of heating by
stars in dynamically young
galaxies

tr ∼ 2× 109 yr
(

MBH

4.3× 106 M�

)1.4

M87 (MBH ≈ 6.4× 109 M�)
dynamically young

⇒ Dynamical heating of the core
negligible

⇒ Survival of a spike more likely

M87 Source : NASA and The Hubble
Heritage Team (STScI/AURA)
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Probing DM at the center of M87 with the Event
Horizon Telescope

Spatial morphology of the annihilation signal around M87*
How much DM-induced signal can hide there?
Very Long Baseline Interferometry (1.3 mm)

⇒ angular resolution ∼ λ

D
: a few µas

The array has a nominal angular resolution of λ/L, where λ is the
observing wavelength and L is the maximum projected baseline
length between telescopes in the array (Thompson et al. 2017). In
this way, VLBI creates a virtual telescope that spans nearly the
full diameter of the Earth.

To measure interferometric visibilities, the widely separated
telescopes simultaneously sample and coherently record the
radiation field from the source. Synchronization using the
Global Positioning System typically achieves temporal align-
ment of these recordings within tens of nanoseconds. Each
station is equipped with a hydrogen maser frequency standard.
With the atmospheric conditions during our observations the
coherent integration time was typically 10 s (see Figure 2 in
Paper II). Use of hydrogen maser frequency standards at all
EHT sites ensures coherence across the array over this
timescale. After observations, recordings are staged at a central
location, aligned in time, and signals from each telescope-pair
are cross-correlated.

While VLBI is well established at centimeter and millimeter
wavelengths (Boccardi et al. 2017; Thompson et al. 2017) and
can be used to study the immediate environments of black holes
(Krichbaum et al. 1993; Doeleman et al. 2001), the extension of
VLBI to a wavelength of 1.3 mm has required long-term
technical developments. Challenges at shorter wavelengths
include increased noise in radio receiver electronics, higher
atmospheric opacity, increased phase fluctuations caused by
atmospheric turbulence, and decreased efficiency and size of
radio telescopes in the millimeter and submillimeter observing
bands. Started in 2009 (Doeleman et al. 2009a), the EHT began
a program to address these challenges by increasing array
sensitivity. Development and deployment of broadband VLBI
systems (Whitney et al. 2013; Vertatschitsch et al. 2015) led to
data recording rates that now exceed those of typical cm-VLBI
arrays by more than an order of magnitude. Parallel efforts to
support infrastructure upgrades at additional VLBI sites,
including the Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array
(ALMA; Matthews et al. 2018; Goddi et al. 2019) and the
Atacama Pathfinder Experiment telescope (APEX) in Chile
(Wagner et al. 2015), the Large Millimeter Telescope Alfonso
Serrano (LMT) in Mexico (Ortiz-León et al. 2016), the IRAM
30m telescope on Pico Veleta (PV) in Spain (Greve et al. 1995),
the Submillimeter Telescope Observatory in Arizona (SMT;
Baars et al. 1999), the James Clerk Maxwell Telescope (JCMT)
and the Submillimeter Array (SMA) in Hawai’i (Doeleman et al.
2008; Primiani et al. 2016; Young et al. 2016), and the South
Pole Telescope (SPT) in Antarctica (Kim et al. 2018a), extended
the range of EHT baselines and coverage, and the overall
collecting area of the array. These developments increased the
sensitivity of the EHT by a factor of ∼30 over early experiments
that confirmed horizon-scale structures in M87* and Sgr A*

(Doeleman et al. 2008, 2012; Akiyama et al. 2015; Johnson et al.
2015; Fish et al. 2016; Lu et al. 2018).

For the observations at a wavelength of 1.3 mm presented
here, the EHT collaboration fielded a global VLBI array of
eight stations over six geographical locations. Baseline lengths
ranged from 160 m to 10,700 km toward M87*, resulting in an
array with a theoretical diffraction-limit resolution of ∼25 μas
(see Figures 1 and 2, and Paper II).

4. Observations, Correlation, and Calibration

We observed M87* on 2017 April 5, 6, 10, and 11 with the
EHT. Weather was uniformly good to excellent with nightly

median zenith atmospheric opacities at 230 GHz ranging from
0.03 to 0.28 over the different locations. The observations were
scheduled as a series of scans of three to seven minutes in
duration, with M87* scans interleaved with those on the quasar
3C 279. The number of scans obtained on M87* per night
ranged from 7 (April 10) to 25 (April 6) as a result of different
observing schedules. A description of the M87* observations,
their correlation, calibration, and validated final data products is
presented in Paper III and briefly summarized here.
At each station, the astronomical signal in both polarizations

and two adjacent 2 GHz wide frequency bands centered at
227.1 and 229.1 GHz were converted to baseband using
standard heterodyne techniques, then digitized and recorded
at atotal rate of 32 Gbps. Correlation of the data was carried
out using a software correlator (Deller et al. 2007) at the MIT
Haystack Observatory and at the Max-Planck-Institut für
Radioastronomie, each handling one of the two frequency
bands. Differences between the two independent correlators
were shown to be negligible through the exchange of a few
identical scans for cross comparison. At correlation, signals
were aligned to a common time reference using an apriori
Earth geometry and clock model.
A subsequent fringe-fitting step identified detections in

correlated signal power while phase calibrating the data for
residual delays and atmospheric effects. Using ALMA as a highly
sensitive reference station enabled critical corrections for iono-
spheric and tropospheric distortions at the other sites. Fringe
fitting was performed with three independent automated pipelines,
each tailored to the specific characteristics of the EHT
observations, such as the wide bandwidth, susceptibility to
atmospheric turbulence, and array heterogeneity (Blackburn et al.
2019; Janssen et al. 2019, Paper III). The pipelines made use of
standard software for the processing of radio-interferometric data

Figure 1. Eight stations of the EHT 2017 campaign over six geographic
locations as viewed from the equatorial plane. Solid baselines represent mutual
visibility on M87* (+12° declination). The dashed baselines were used for the
calibration source 3C279 (see Papers III and IV).

3

The Astrophysical Journal Letters, 875:L1 (17pp), 2019 April 10 The EHT Collaboration et al.

EHT Collaboration 2019, L1
EHT Collaboration 2019, L1
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Shadow of a BH

Shadow of the BH at the center of M87
Shadow: locally dark disk surrounded by a bright ring due to
gravitational lensing, rshadow ≈ 2.6RS

SMBH M87* at the center of M87:
angular diameter ∼ 40 µas
⇒ prime target of the EHT

Simulation; credit: Avery E. Broderick (University of
Waterloo/Perimeter Institute)
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Creating simulated maps of the DM-induced
synchrotron intensity

DM-induced synchrotron
intensity maps

e± propagation:
synchrotron + advection
⇒ Emissivity jsyn

Ray-tracing scheme for
radiative transfer in strong
gravitational field (Broderick
2006; Broderick & Loeb 2006)
⇒ Isyn @ λ = 1.3 mm

Lacroix+ 2017

5

FIG. 1. Simulated maps of the synchrotron intensity at 230 GHz from a spike of 10 GeV DM annihilating into bb̄, accounting for the strong
gravitational lensing induced by the central BH, for a Schwarzschild BH (left panel) and a maximally rotating BH (right panel), in the presence
(upper panels) and absence (lower panels) of a spike in the DM profile. Note that considering the wide range of intensities, we use different
color scales, but with the same dynamic range spanning three orders of magnitude for comparison. The angular coordinates x and h correspond
to the directions respectively perpendicular and parallel to the spin of the BH. For the spike cases, the slope of the DM spike is gsp = 7/3,
and the annihilation cross-sections correspond to the best fit to EHT observations (see text for details), namely 7.4⇥ 10�31 cm3 s�1 for the
Schwarzschild case and 3.1⇥ 10�31 cm3 s�1 for the maximally rotating case. In the absence of a spike, the intensity is computed for the
thermal s-wave cross-section of 3⇥10�26 cm3 s�1. For all the simulated maps the magnetic field is 10 G.

detectable with the EHT, as discussed in the following. The
presence of a photon ring introduces small-scale structure into
the signal, readily observable with the EHT on long baselines.
For a static BH the shadow is exactly circular. For all but
the most rapidly rotating BHs it is also very nearly circular
[31, 32]. For a maximally rotating Kerr BH viewed from the
equatorial plane the photon ring is flattened in the direction
aligned with the BH spin.

At scales above 25 µas the DM spike-induced emission pro-
duces a diffuse synchrotron halo whose intensity falls with
radius as a power law with index ⇡ 3.5. This is generic, oc-
curing independently of the BH spin and is present even when
gravitational lensing is ignored. The extended nature of this
component ensures that it is subdominant on Earth-sized base-
lines. In the absence of a spike, the profile is much flatter, and

falls with radius as a power law with index ⇡ 1. Fig. 1 also
illustrates the fact that the intensity is significantly enhanced
in the presence of a DM spike with respect to the no-spike
case. To better stress this enhancement, we show the maps
for the spike case computed for very small annihilation cross-
sections of a few 10�31 cm3 s�1—corresponding to the best
fits to the EHT data, as discussed below—, while in the ab-
sence of a spike we use the thermal s-wave cross-section of
3⇥10�26 cm3 s�1.

Shown in the blue solid line in Fig. 2 is the visibility ampli-
tude at 230 GHz as a function of baseline length for the current
EHT triangle, for the simulated DM-induced synchrotron sig-
nal, computed with a cross-section that gives the best fit to the
EHT measurements from Refs. [13, 14]. The left panel cor-
responds to the Schwarzschild case and the right panel to the
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Fitting 2015 EHT data
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Interferometric observables: complex visibilities

DM spike⇒ ring around shadow amplified

EHT data can be accounted for with a spike

But: degeneracies with astrophysical components

How much room for DM with 2019 data? Work in progress...
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Kinematics of the S2 star at the center of the Milky
Way

Quantify effect of DM spike on orbit of S2→ Newtonian precession

Orbit-fitting procedure

Numerically solve equations of
motion

r̈− L2

r3 = −GMBH

r2 − dΦS

dr
− dΦDM

dr

θ(t) = θ0 +
∫ t

t0

L
r(t′)2 dt′

Reconstruct orbit as a function of
time

12 + 1 (16 + 1) free parameters

γsp = (9− 2γ)/(4− γ)

4 Gillessen et al.
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Figure 2. The orbit of the star S2. Left: The measured positions plotted in the plane of sky. The blue data are from the VLT (before
2002: from the NTT), the red data are from Boehle et al. (2016) corrected for the di↵erence in reference coordinate system. The gray
data points are positions at which flares have been recorded. The black ellipse is the best fitting orbit, the position of the mass is denoted
by the black circle. Note that the fitting procedure matches the functions ↵(t) and �(t), i.e. it does not only match the positions in the
plane of sky but rather also in time. The plotted ellipse does not close, since there is a small residual drift motion of the fitted mass in
the reference frame. The physical model is purely Keplerian. Right: The measured radial velocities as a function of time. The same best
fitting orbit as in the left panel is denoted by the black line.
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Figure 3. Mass of and distance to Sgr A* from the orbit of S2. The three panels show projections of the respective Markov chains into
the mass-distance plane, giving contours at the 1-, 2- and 3-� level. The dashed lines mark the best fit values. The left panel is for a
fit without prior information (row 1 in table 1), the middle panel includes the priors and thus leads to smaller parameter uncertainties
(row 2 in table 1). The right panel in addition uses the Keck data from Ghez et al. (2008), which leads to a small shift of the best fitting
parameters with virtually unchanged uncertainties (row 3 in table 1).

Gillessen+ 2017
ρ(r) =





0, r < 2RS

ρ0

(
r

Rsp

)−γsp

, 2RS 6 r < Rsp

ρh(r), r > Rsp
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Direct dynamical constraints on a spike at the center
of the Milky Way

First direct constraints on spike parameters from S2 orbit
Direct probe of adiabatic spike

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5
γ

10−1

100

101

102

103

R
sp

[p
c]

VLT + Keck, 2016

Median

Gondolo & Silk (1999)

95% CL

99.7% CL

Lacroix 2018

Improvement expected with GRAVITY data
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Probing ultralight DM

Alternative to thermally produced non-relativistic massive DM
candidates like WIMPs

ULDM & challenges of CDM on galactic scales

Constraints from astrophysics & cosmology (e.g. Ly-α forest)
⇒ Tension for m . 10−21 eV

ULDM expected to form cored density profiles (solitons)

Dedicated numerical (DM-only) simulations
→ CDM at large scales, cores at the centers of halos

Schive+ 2014
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Ultralight DM and SMBHs

Soliton-host halo mass relation from ULDM-only simulations

Msol ≈ 6.5× 108M�
( m

10−22 eV

)−1
(

Mh

1011 M�

) 1
3

Schive+ 2014

Solving Schrödinger-Poisson system semi-analytically

K
M

∣∣∣∣
soliton

≈ K
M

∣∣∣∣
halo

Bar+ 2018

Naive extrapolation to larger masses
⇒ Msol ∼ MBH for m ∼ (10−20-10−19) eV
⇒ stellar kinematics around SMBHs good probe
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ULDM solitons: constraints from S2 orbit

Accounting for BH potential

Msol independent parameter

Extended mass profile
Mext(r; Msol, m)

Upper limits in (m, Msol) plane

Exclude naive extrapolation
of soliton-host mass relation

Soliton-halo relation tested in
a new range
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Bar+ 2019

Caveats
Dynamical relaxation

Absorption by the BH

→ Dedicated numerical simulations called for (w/ BH, large m)
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ULDM solitons: constraints from EHT data

EHT & stellar kinematics
EHT measurement of
gravitational radius of M87*

θg =
GMBH

c2D
= (3.8± 0.4) µas

EHT Collaboration 2019, L1

Combine with stellar kinematics
at θ∗ = (2.5′′ − 11′′)
Gebhardt+ 2011

δM(θ∗)
MBH

= −0.04± 0.11

Bar+ 2019

Caveats
Same as before
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Bar+ 2019
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Summary: observations of vicinity of SMBHs

EHT and M87*: new probe of WIMP-like DM

Spatial morphology of 1.3 mm signal from the vicinity of M87*

Fraction of observed signal from WIMP-induced synchrotron
signal?

Stellar orbit reconstruction in the Milky Way (S2)

Direct constraints on models of spiky DM profiles at the
Galactic center

Good probe of soliton cores of ULDM

Going beyond standard searches

Gravitational probes (e.g. stellar kinematics)
→ Robust, model-independent constraints

State-of-the-art experiments (EHT, GRAVITY)
→ New avenues for DM searches
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Thank you for your attention!
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